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EMP

With the new development “Efficient Mobile Picking (EMP)”,
WITRON sets new standards in the “person-to-goods” picking process

Innovative logistics processes
and swarm-intelligent vehicles:
The WITRON EMP increases warehouse productivity considerably
Parkstein,

Germany.
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Autonomous vehicle – the WIBOT
In addition to the innovative logic of the
EMP system, the picking mobiles called
WIBOTs, developed by WITRON, are the
central picking element. They navigate
swarm-intelligent and guideless within
the warehouse aisles and optimize the
entire logistics and picking process
significantly. Depending on the order
workload, the number of the used
picking mobiles can be adjusted rapidly
and easily.
The WIBOT supports the manual picking
process in an optimal way and convinces
through high flexibility and ergonomics.
The integration of a pick-by-light pick front allows an efficient picking of cases and
small parts.

The vehicle is guided automatically to the
respective picking location by means of
WITRON’s EMP software. The software is
also used for the communication of the
individual WIBOTs among each other and
represents a central element of swarm
intelligence. Position scanners on
both sides of the vehicle automatically
register the barcodes applied at the
rack locations, if the WIBOT orients
itself in the logistics center and stops
independently at the correct pick
location. A scanner applied at the front
side of the vehicle guides the WIBOT
collision-free through the aisle.

Central element in the picking process: the WIBOT.
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Efficient material flow process
The material flow process starts with
the manual loading of up to three
dif ferent load carriers onto the picking
mobile. The WIBOT starts the process by
displaying the warehouse aisle that is
to be approached. This aisle is divided
into areas of fast and slow moving
items and is logically assigned to a
main driving route and a passing lane
for the picking mobiles. Once the aisle
has been approached, the EMP guides
the picker in a route-optimized manner
through the entire picking process until
the order is completed. Based on the
optimal order calculation, the WIBOT
provides the shortest track through

Store delivery and online retail: Omni-Channel picking directly into the dispatch carton.

the process. The picker benefits from
the dynamic alignment of the items
and

the

intelligent

replenishment

process – flexibly adapted through the
EMP software – and based on current
order and sales data. Unnecessary
driving distances and time loss are
avoided. Moreover, all required items
are permanently provided in the pick
front.

Ergonomic order picking –
supported by visual aids
Order picking is practically error-free
through the precise support of the
WIBOT: It shows the next pick location
through LED displays and drives to
Efficient picker guiding: Possible through the WIBOT and the pick watch.
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picking velocity has increased through

this functionality. Based on this “humanmachine-inter face”, the experience of
the employees is considered in the work
process in the best possible way.

Once the picker has finished the picking
process, he/she can either confirm the

process by simply touching the smart
watch at his/her wrist or by waving
the foot under the pallet. It is also
possible to integrate pick-by-voice
High occupational safety: Thanks to a surface
scanner, possible obstacles are immediately
identified in the picking aisle and the WIBOT
stops independently.
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or roll containers is simultaneously
possible in the same process. An optical
signal shows the picker on which load

Swarm intelligence also increases

carrier a case has to be placed. Pick-

safety

by-light displays show the respective
quantity to be removed from the pick

Having several vehicles in the same

position.

aisle is not a problem: Thanks to the
swarm intelligence of the WIBOT fleet,

Maximum picking accuracy:
Wrong picks are immediately
shown by a light signal (red).
The pick confirmation can be
done quickly and ergonomically by
waving the foot under the pallet.
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shown

vehicles with other pickers.

About WITRON:
WITRON Logistik + Informatik GmbH, established in 1971 (headquarters Parkstein,
Bavaria, Germany), designs, realizes, and operates customized logistics and material
fl ow systems that generate sustainable competitive advantages for its clients. WITRON
has all the decisive key elements of a successful project under one roof: logistics
design, information and control technology, mechanics design and production, as
well as functional responsibility as general contractor for logistics.
The WITRON Corporate Group has 3,100 employees worldwide. WITRON’s annual
revenue in 2017 amounted to 515 million Euros. Other WITRON branches are located
in Rimpar (Germany), Arlington Heights, Illinois (USA), Toronto (Canada), Venray (The
Netherlands), Stoke-on-Trent (UK), Madrid (Spain), Strasbourg (France), and Singapore.

WITRON
Logistik + Informatik GmbH
Parkstein
Phone +49 9602 600-0
info@witron.de
www.witron.com
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Future-oriented Retail Requires
First-Class Logistics Operations.

This is why numerous retailers trust in WITRON’s systems.

With the Efficient Mobile Picking (EMP), WITRON sets new standards
in the “person-to-goods” picking process. WITRON’s Autonomous
picking mobiles are AGV’s that are linked through swarm-intelligence
and are now taking the lead in the picking process. EMP benefits include:
optimal product staging in the pick-front, intelligently controlled, and
automated replenishment, best possible use of the entire picking
team, improved pick performance, best in class ergonomics, pick and
workplace safety, route-optimized and store-friendly order picking,
inventory transparency, maximum scalability.
EMP – specifically developed for logistics centers in the areas of
food, parts distribution, and online retailers.
General contractor for the design, realization, and the operation of storage and picking systems for retail business and industry.
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